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Abstra t
This te hni al report onsiders the problem of providing a geo ast servi e, whi h is
useful for sending messages to everyone in a spe i ed geographi al region, in mobile ad ho
networks. In the report, a novel geo asting algorithm ombining uni asting and ooding
is proposed for an eÆ ient geo ast pa ket delivery. TORA (uni ast) routing proto ol

is rst modi ed to be able to perform any asting servi e. Our geo asting algorithm is
then obtained using a small variation on the any asting proto ol. The proposed proto ol,
named GeoTORA, also in orporates ooding, but ooding is limited to nodes within a
small region. This integration of TORA and ooding an signi antly redu e the overhead
of geo ast delivery, while maintaining reasonably high a ura y.

1 Introdu tion
Geo asting has been proposed as a me hanism to deliver messages of interest to all hosts within
a given geographi al region [21℄. In traditional multi asting, a host be omes a member of the
multi ast group by expli itly joining the multi ast group. On the other hand, a host automati ally be omes a member of a geo ast group if its lo ation belongs to the region spe i ed for
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the geo ast { this region is referred to as the geo ast region [17℄. Thus, the set of nodes in the
geo ast region is said to form the geo ast group. For a node to be able to determine whether it
belongs to a geo ast group or not, the node should be able to know its own physi al lo ation.
A node an determine its lo ation, for instan e, using the Global Positioning System (GPS)[1℄.
Imielinski and Navas [21, 14℄ proposed approa hes for geo asting in the internet. Ko and
Vaidya [17℄ have proposed the use of geo asting in mobile ad ho networks, and presented a
proto ol based on ooding. This report improves on the algorithm presented in [17℄.
The proposed proto ol in this te hni al report is named \GeoTORA", be ause it is
derived from the TORA (uni ast) routing proto ol [24℄. TORA is rst modi ed to be able to
perform any ast and our GeoTORA proto ol is then obtained using a small variation on the
any asting proto ol. Flooding is also in orporated in GeoTORA, but it is limited to nodes
within a small region. This integration of TORA and ooding an signi antly redu e the
overhead of geo ast delivery, while maintaining high a ura y, as shown in this report.
This report is organized as follows. Se tion 2 summarizes related work. Se tion 3 presents
a general des ription of GeoTORA, without presenting any implementation details. A more
detailed des ription of TORA and GeoTORA is presented in Se tions 4 and 5. Performan e
evaluation results are dis ussed in Se tion 6. Finally, Se tion 7 presents our on lusions.

2 Related Work
This report presents a new algorithm for geo asting in mobile ad ho networks. A mobile ad
ho network onsists of mobile hosts that ommuni ate with ea h other over wireless links [7℄.
In a mobile ad ho network, typi ally, all mobile hosts behave as routers. A route between a
pair of nodes in a mobile ad ho network may go through several other mobile nodes. These
routes an hange when hosts1 hange lo ation. Therefore, there has been signi ant resear h
on the development of (uni ast) routing proto ols for mobile ad ho networks [2, 4, 6, 12, 15,
16, 19, 24, 26, 28℄.
In addition to the above work on uni ast routing in ad ho networks, there has been signi ant work on multi asting as well, and several approa hes have been proposed [3, 5, 11, 13, 20,
22, 27, 29℄. The s hemes for multi asting an be broadly divided into two types: ooding-based
s hemes and tree-based s hemes. Both approa hes have their advantages and disadvantages.
1 We

will use the terms node and host inter hangeably.
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Flooding-based s hemes do not need to maintain as mu h network state as the tree-based protools. On the other hand, ooding-based s hemes an potentially deliver the multi ast pa kets to
a large number of nodes who do not wish to re eive them (i.e., nodes whi h do not belong to the
multi ast group). Tree-based s hemes tend to avoid this drawba k of ooding-based s hemes,
at the ost of in reased overhead in tree maintenan e.
As noted earlier, the on ept of geo asting was introdu ed by Imielinski and Navas [21℄.
They also presented an ar hite ture to implement geo asting in the internet. Re ently, Ko
and Vaidya [17℄ presented the so- alled Lo ation-Based Multi ast (LBM) algorithm that uses
ooding to deliver a geo ast pa ket. However, to redu e the propagation of the ood, LBM
limits the ood to a forwarding zone { the forwarding zone overs a subset of the network,
and is determined based on the lo ation of the sender and oordinates of the geo ast region.
Although the algorithm in [17℄ is able to limit the ood of geo ast pa kets to a relatively small
region, still many nodes outside the geo ast region tend to re eive the geo ast pa ket.

3 A Simpli ed Des ription of GeoTORA
This se tion presents a simpli ed des ription of the GeoTORA proto ol. Sin e GeoTORA is
based on TORA [24℄, we begin with an abstra t des ription of TORA.

3.1 TORA Proto ol
TORA (Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm) is one of a family of link reversal algorithms
[10℄ for routing in ad ho networks. For ea h possible destination in the ad ho network, TORA
maintains a destination-oriented dire ted a y li graph (DAG). In this graph stru ture, starting
from any node, if links are followed in the logi al dire tion of the links, the path leads to the
intended destination. TORA uses the notion of heights to determine the dire tion of ea h link
{ we will dis uss this in greater detail later. Despite dynami link failures, TORA attempts
to maintain the destination-oriented DAG su h that ea h node an rea h the destination, as
illustrated below.
Figure 1 illustrates how link reversal is performed in TORA. An arrow onne ting a pair
of nodes in this gure implies that the two nodes an ommuni ate with ea h other. That is, the
physi al link between the two nodes is bidire tional. However, the TORA algorithm imposes a
logi al dire tion on the links, as illustrated in Figure 1(a) { this gure shows the destination3
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Figure 1: Route Maintenan e in TORA: Route maintenan e is required due to failure of the

link between nodes D and F. In the gure, a link that has been reversed sin e the initial state is
shown as a dashed line.
oriented DAG with node G being the destination. Observe that, starting from any node in the
graph, the destination G an be rea hed by simply following the dire ted links.
Now assume that the link between nodes D and F breaks (perhaps be ause node F moves
away from node D). Then, in the destination-oriented DAG, node D does not have any outgoing
logi al link. In response, TORA reverses logi al dire tion of the (D,B) and (D,C) links, as
shown in Figure 1(b). Now, node C does not have any outgoing logi al link. In response, logi al
dire tion of link (B,C) is reversed2 , resulting in the graph in Figure 1( ). Now sin e node B does
not have any outgoing logi al link, the logi al dire tion of link (A,B) is reversed, resulting in the
destination-oriented DAG in Figure 1(d). In this state, ea h node (other than the destination
G) has an outgoing logi al link, and is able to rea h the destination node G by following the
dire ted links.

3.2 Any asting Using Modi ed TORA
To implement GeoTORA, we rst modify TORA to be able to perform any ast [9, 25℄. To
perform an any ast, an any ast group is de ned { any ast group onsists of a subset of the
nodes in the network. When a node sends a message to the any ast group, the message is
delivered to any one member of the any ast group.
While TORA maintains a DAG for ea h destination, the any asting algorithm would
maintain a single DAG for a given any ast group. Observe that, in steady state, when using
TORA, only the intended destination node is a sink node in its destination-oriented DAG.
To perform any asting, we modify TORA to maintain a DAG stru ture su h that all nodes
2 TORA

employs a partial reversal algorithm. Thus, only some or all in oming links at a node may be reversed.
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belonging to the any ast group are sinks. In this ase, a link that is between two nodes belonging
to any ast group is not given a logi al dire tion.
Figure 2 illustrates the any ast s heme. In this ase, let us assume that nodes A, B, C and
D belong to the any ast group. The present DAG stru ture is shown in Figure 2(a). Observe
that links with both endpoints in the set fA,B,C,Dg do not have any logi al dire tion. From
any node that is outside the any ast group, following the dire ted links leads to one member
of the any ast group. Now, suppose that node G moves, breaking link (A,G) { the resulting
DAG stru ture is shown in Figure 2(b). Observe that now node G does not have any outgoing
link. In response, the logi al dire tion of link (G,J) is reversed, resulting in the DAG shown in
Figure 2( ). Now all nodes that are outside the any ast group have an outgoing link (and a
path to at least one node in the any ast group).
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Figure 2: Any asting using modi ed TORA

3.3 GeoTORA Proto ol
The GeoTORA proto ol is obtained using a small variation on the above any asting proto ol.
Consider the system shown in Figure 3(a). In this ase, let us assume that the ir le represents
the geo ast region. Thus, the geo ast group at the present time is the set of nodes fA,B,C,Dg.
GeoTORA maintains a single DAG for ea h geo ast group { the DAG is updated when membership of the geo ast group hanges.
To perform geo asting using GeoTORA, rst, a sender node essentially performs an
any ast to the geo ast group members { similar to the above any ast proto ol, in GeoTORA,
logi al dire ted links are set up su h that a node wishing to perform a geo ast an rea h any
5

one node in the geo ast group by simply forwarding the pa ket on any outgoing link. When
any node in the geo ast group re eives the pa ket, it oods the pa ket su h that the ooding
is limited to the geo ast region { to a hieve this, only nodes that are within the geo ast region
(i.e., the geo ast group members) forward the ooded pa ket; other nodes simply drop the
ooded pa ket. To ensure that a given node does not forward a ooded pa ket more than on e,
a sequen e number is atta hed to ea h pa ket, similar to the ooding s hemes used in other
proto ols [16, 19℄.
For instan e, if node E in Figure 3(a) wants to perform a geo ast, it forwards the geo ast
pa ket to node G, along the outgoing link (E,G). Node G, in turn, forwards the pa ket to node
A. Sin e node A is in the geo ast region, it initiates a ooding of the pa ket limited to the
geo ast region. Nodes B and C, on re eiving the pa ket from node A, forward the pa ket to
their neighbors. When node A re eives the pa ket from node B or C, it does not forward the
pa ket, sin e node A has already on e forwarded the pa ket to its neighbors. In this manner,
the pa ket will rea h nodes A, B, C and D that belong to the geo ast region.
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Figure 3: Geo asting using GeoTORA
Sin e mobile hosts may move into and out of the geo ast region, the set of nodes in the
geo ast group an hange dynami ally. Thus, we need to in orporate me hanisms to allow a
node that is not a sink (i.e., a group member) to be ome a sink, and vi e versa. GeoTORA
in orporates su h me hanisms, as des ribed in more detail in the next se tion. Here we explain
the behavior of the proto ol by ontinuing with our example.
Again, onsider Figure 3(a). Now suppose that node C moves out of the geo ast region,
and node K moves into the geo ast region simultaneously. The resulting DAG (after GeoTORA
takes appropriate steps) is shown in Figure 3(b). Observe that node K has now be ome a sink,
6

and node C is no more a sink. Sin e node K has moved loser to node A, a link exists between
nodes A and K. However, this link is not given a logi al dire tion, sin e nodes A and K are now
both in the geo ast region.
There are two other possibilities that need to be handled in GeoTORA: (a) GeoTORA
needs to handle the ase when all the geo ast members may be partitioned from some of the
other nodes in the network. (b) GeoTORA also needs to handle the ase when the geo ast region
is empty. In this ase, eventually, some node may again enter the geo ast region. Thus, the
transitions between a non-empty geo ast group and an empty geo ast group must be onsidered.

4 Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) [24℄
Sin e GeoTORA is based on TORA, we now present some more details of TORA3 . Readers
familiar with the details of TORA may omit this se tion without loss of ontinuity. TORA
provides loop-free, (potentially) multiple routes from any sour e to a desired destination. In
order to forward data pa kets to a given destination, a node simply needs to maintain dire tion
for its links. Logi al dire tion of a link between a pair of nodes is determined by assigning a
height to ea h node. The logi al links are onsidered to be dire ted from nodes with higher
height towards nodes with lower height { lexi ographi ordering on height is used sin e height is
de ned as a ve-tuple, ( ,oid,r,Æ ,i), as explained below. The height onsists of two omponents:
a referen e level represented by the rst three omponents of the ve-tuple, and a delta with
respe t to the referen e level, represented by the last two omponents of the ve-tuple. Ea h
omponent of the ve-tuple is explained below:



:



oid (originator id): Unique identi er of the node that de ned the new referen e level.
The oid ensures that the referen e levels an be totally ordered lexi ographi ally even if
multiple nodes de ne referen e levels simultaneously.



r: Re e tion indi ator bit. This bit is initially set to 0. As seen earlier, when a node does
not have any outgoing links as a result of a link failure, it reverses some (or all) of its

A new referen e level is de ned ea h time a node loses its last outgoing link.
that represents the time of the link failure.

3 Due



is a tag

to la k of spa e, it is not possible to illustrate all details of TORA with suÆ ient larity. The readers

are referred to [24℄ for further explanations.
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in oming links. The rea tion to a link failure propagates through other nodes that have
lost all their routes to the destination, as a result of the link failure. When the rea tion
propagates to a node that originally had only outgoing links, but now has no outgoing
links (sin e all the outgoing links were reversed by its neighbors), the node \re e ts" the
link reversals, by setting its height higher than any of its neighbors. The r bit is used for
this purpose.



Propagation ordering parameter. The use of this parameter will be explained by means
of an example below.



i: Unique node identi er (ID)
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Figure 4: Route Creation Phase in TORA: In the gure, a ir le around a node indi ates that

the route-required ag is set. Arrows on ea h wireless link points from the higher height node to
the lower height node. The height is depi ted as a 5-tuple, as explained in the ontext.
TORA performs three basi fun tions: route reation, route maintenan e, and route erasure. Three ontrol pa kets { query (QRY), update (UPD), and lear (CLR) { are used to
a omplish these fun tions. Creating routes from various sour es to the destination orresponds
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to establishing a sequen e of dire ted links from ea h sour e to the destination. This is a omplished by maintaining a dire ted a y li graph (DAG) rooted at the destination. A query/reply
pro ess with QRY and UPD pa kets is used for building the destination-oriented DAG. Figure 4
illustrates the pro ess of route reation, with time in reasing from Figure 4(a) to Figure 4(f).
Initially, as shown in Figure 4(a), height Hi of ea h node i (other than the destination)
is set to NULL { spe i ally, Hi = ( ; ; ; ; i). Note that although the last omponent in
Hi is not null, the height is onsidered to be equal to NULL. The destination node G sets its
height to be ZERO = (0; 0; 0; 0; G). Now, when any node with no outgoing links (for instan e,
node A in Figure 4(a)) requires a route to the destination (node G in Figure 4), it broad asts a
QRY pa ket to all of its neighbors and sets a route-required ag. When a node, say X, re eives
a QRY pa ket, it rea ts in a ordan e with the following rules:
a) If node X has no downstream links and its route-required ag is un-set, then it just forwards
the QRY to neighbors, while setting the route-required ag. Note that a link between two
nodes whose height is NULL is onsidered undire ted. On the other hand, a NULL height
is onsidered to be higher than any non-NULL height.
Observe that nodes B and E in Figure 4(b) apply this rule on re eiving a QRY from node
A, and forward the QRY pa ket to their neighbors. In Figure 4, a double ir le around a
node indi ates that the route-required ag is set at that node.
b) If node X has no downstream links, but its route-required ag is set, then node X simply
dis ards the re eived QRY pa ket. For example, when node A re eives a QRY from nodes
B or E, it will drop the QRY without any further rea tions (sin e node A's route-required
ag was set when it forwarded the query to its neighbors).
) If node X has at least one downstream link and its height is NULL, it modi es value of
Æ in its height, based on the relative height metri of neighboring nodes. Thus, node X
hanges its urrent NULL height (-,-,-,-,X) to ( ,oid,r,Æ +1,X), where ( ,oid,r,Æ ,i) is the
minimum height of its non-NULL neighbors (this height orresponds to some neighbor
node, i). Also, node X sends an UPD pa ket ontaining the new height to its neighbors.
In our example, in Figure 4( ), node F updates its height to (0; 0; 0; 1; F ), sin e the only
non-NULL height among its neighbors is height (0; 0; 0; 0; G) of the destination node G.
Node F, then, transmits an UPD to its neighbors.
9

d) If node X has at least one downstream link, but its height is non-NULL, it rst ompares
the time the last UPD pa ket was broad asted with the time when the link over whi h the
QRY pa ket was re eived be ame a tive. If an UPD pa ket has been broad asted sin e
the link be ame a tive, it simply dis ards the QRY; otherwise, node X broad asts an UPD
pa ket as a response, to inform its height to neighbors.
For instan e, in Figure 4(d), node F may re eive a QRY pa ket from node D after node
F has sent an UPD pa ket, as seen earlier (with referen e to Figure 4( )). This results in
node F dis arding the QRY pa ket from node D.
When a node, say Y, gets an UPD pa ket from its neighbor, node Y he ks its routerequired ag to see if it is set or not. If the ag is set (meaning that the height of node Y
is NULL), then it updates its height as ( ,oid,r,Æ +1,Y), based on the minimum height value
( ,oid,r,Æ ,i) of its non-NULL neighbors. Node Y then broad asts an UPD ontaining its new
height. On the other hand, if the route-required ag of node Y is unset, Y only rea ts if it has
lost its last downstream link. As an example in Figure 4(e), nodes B and C update their heights
in this manner. In turn, node A updates its height as (0; 0; 0; 3; A) sin e its route-required ag
was set and its non-NULL neighbors' minimum height is (0; 0; 0; 2; E ) when it re eives an UPD
from node E. When route reation pro ess initiated by node A in Figure 4 ompletes, the heights
of the nodes along any route to the destination are stri tly de reasing, as shown in Figure 4(f).
Destination-oriented DAG established by the route reation pro ess an break due to a
link failure. In this ase, a pro edure for maintaining routes is ne essary in order to rebuild
the DAG rooted at the destination. TORA does not rea t to link failures as long as there
are still outgoing links available at ea h node (other than the destination). If some node, say
node Z, loses all its outgoing links, then it reverses the dire tion of some or all of its in oming
links. Link reversal is performed by hoosing a new referen e level for the height su h that the
height of node Z be omes higher than any other node in the network. The node that hooses
a new referen e level then broad asts an UPD pa ket ontaining the new referen e level to its
neighbors. If su h a link reversal by node Z auses another node (say, node W) to lose its last
downstream link, node W adjusts its height to be \lower" than the height of the sender of the
UPD, i.e., node Z, and broad asts an UPD. This pro ess of link reversal4 ontinues until either
all nodes have at least one downstream link (See Figure 1) or a network partition is dete ted.
4 Remind

that TORA is based on a partial link reversal algorithm. As an example, in Figure 1( ), node C

only reverses the link from node B to node C, but not the link from node D to node C.
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One of advantages in TORA proto ol is that a network partition an be dete ted during
the route maintenan e phase. This apability leads to a pro edure for erasing routes. In the
route erasure pro ess, a CLR ontrol pa ket is ooded throughout the network to erase all invalid
routes so that all links of nodes partitioned from the destination be ome undire ted.

5 Proposed GeoTORA Proto ol
We now further elaborate on GeoTORA. Sin e GeoTORA is quite similar to TORA, we primarily highlight the di eren es between TORA and GeoTORA in this se tion. First, the route
reation and maintenan e in GeoTORA is dis ussed, followed by the pro edure for delivery
of geo ast messages using GeoTORA. Re all that, as dis ussed in Se tion 3, for ea h geo ast
group, GeoTORA maintains a single dire ted a y li graph (DAG). This is similar to the DAG
maintained by TORA, with the di eren e being that all nodes that belong to the geo ast region
have a ZERO height { link between a pair of nodes is not assigned a dire tion if both nodes
have ZERO height. This is unlike TORA, where only a single node (the destination) has ZERO
height.

5.1 Route Creation and Maintenan e in GeoTORA
In order to deliver pa kets to the geo ast group, a sour e should have a route to the given geo ast
region. To establish routes initially, GeoTORA uses a route reation pro ess that is essentially
identi al to that for TORA, but with the di eren e noted above (i.e., all geo ast members have
ZERO height). Figure 5 provides an illustration for the pro ess of geo ast route reation in
GeoTORA.
In Figure 5, the dotted ir le represents the geo ast region { nodes G, H and I are within
the geo ast region (in this example, the set of nodes in the geo ast region does not hange).
Figure 5(a) represents the initial state of the system. Sin e nodes G, H and I are within the
geo ast region, they set their height to ZERO. Any other node, say i, sets its height to NULL
{ spe i ally, node i sets its height to be ( ; ; ; ; i). Note that links between two nodes
with ZERO height are not assigned any dire tion; similarly links between two nodes with NULL
height are also not assigned any dire tion. Nodes C and F (whose height is NULL) have links,
respe tively, to nodes H and G (whose height is ZERO). Therefore, the links (C,H) and (F,G)
are assigned a dire tion { re all that NULL height is onsidered to be greater than any non11
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Figure 5: Geo ast Route Creation in GeoTORA
NULL height. Rules for route reation pro ess in GeoTORA are identi al to those des ribed for
TORA.
Assume that node A wishes to perform a geo ast to the geo ast group. Sin e node A does
not have any outgoing link, it transmits a QRY pa ket to its neighbors, and sets its route-required
ag. Note that in Figure 5, a double ir le around a node indi ates that the route-required ag
at that node is set. The QRY pa ket transmitted by node A rea hes nodes B and E, and they,
in turn, forward the pa kets to their neighbors, and also set the lo al route-required ag (refer
Figure 5(b)). Nodes C and D re eive the QRY message from node B, and node F re eives
from node E. In Figure 5( ), observe that nodes C and F have outgoing links to geo ast group
members, but node D does not. Therefore, only node D forwards the pa kets to its neighbors,
and sets its route-required ag. On the other hand, on re eiving a QRY, nodes C and F hange
their height from NULL to (0; 0; 0; 1; C ) and (0; 0; 0; 1; F ), respe tively, and send UPD message
to their neighbors informing the new height. Response of a node on re eiving an UPD message
is identi al to that in TORA. Figures 5(d) through (f) show evolution of the algorithm beyond
the stage shown in Figure 5( ). At the end, as seen in Figure 5(f), a DAG is established wherein
ea h geo ast group member is a sink.
Now we illustrate route maintenan e in GeoTORA. In GeoTORA, the DAG may need
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to be modi ed when: (a) a link failure o urs, or (b) when a node enters or leaves the geo ast
region.
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Figure 6: Geo ast Route Maintenan e in GeoTORA: Three di erent s enarios of link failure
The GeoTORA route maintenan e pro edure in response to link failures is similar to
TORA. Figure 6 illustrates how the DAG is modi ed in GeoTORA in response to link failures,
onsidering several link failure s enarios. Figure 6(a) shows the ase where no maintenan e
rea tion is taken by node D, as a result of breakage of link (D; F ), sin e node D still has an
outgoing link (D,C). Next, as shown in Figure 6(b), the link from node C to node H breaks.
Now, node C is left without any outgoing links { let us assume that the link failure o urred at
time 1. Node C then updates its height using a new referen e level representing the fa t that
node C has lost all downstream links at time 1. The new height of node C is (1,C,0,0,C), as
shown in Figure 6( ). Node C also generates an UPD ontaining its new height and broad asts
the UPD to neighbor nodes { the pro edure for handling the UPD messages in GeoTORA is
identi al to TORA. Sin e node C in reases its height, now node D also has no outgoing links
{ in response, node D hooses height (1; C; 0; 1; D) and sends an UPD to its neighbors. The
new height hosen by nodes C and D results in the loss of the only outgoing link from node B.
Therefore, node B lowers its height to (1; C; 0; 2; B ), to be lower than the urrent height of
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node D, and transmits an UPD ontaining its new height. The new height hosen by node B
again auses reversal of the link between nodes A and B to, now, point to node A. However,
node A still has another outgoing link (A,E), so no further a tion is needed. The nal state of
the DAG, after the failure of the link between nodes C and H, is shown in Figure 6( ).
Sometimes, a link failure auses a network partition, su h that some nodes may not have
any path remaining to any node in the geo ast group. For instan e, Figure 6(d) depi ts the ase
where link between nodes F and G is broken. Now, assume that the time when failure o urred
is 2. The rea tion to this link failure is similar to the rea tion following failure of link (C,H)
in Figure 6(b). As a result of the failure of link (F,G), nodes F and E hoose new height. The
resulting state is shown in Figure 6(e). Observe that, before all the link failures, node A only
had outgoing links (i.e., no in oming links in Figure 6(a)). Now, however, due to the new height
hosen by node E in Figure 6(e), node A has no outgoing links remaining. Node A realizes that
all its outgoing links are broken when it re eives an UPD message from node E ontaining node
E's new height. Subsequently, following the \re e tion" pro edure as de ned in TORA, the
fa t that A is partitioned from the geo ast group is dete ted. Therefore, route erasure phase is
initiated. Details of the route erasure phase are not illustrated here for brevity { however, note
that the pro edure is identi al to TORA. Figure 6(f) shows the network state after route erasure
pro ess has been ompleted. Until a new route to the geo ast region is dete ted, a sour e that
is partitioned from the geo ast group is not able to send geo ast data pa kets.
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Figure 7: Route Maintenan e in GeoTORA for handling dynami
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hange of geo ast group

Figure 7 illustrates how GeoTORA handles geo ast group membership hanges. Consider
Figure 7(a) as an example network. In Figure 7(a), when node C moves into the geo ast region
and be omes a sink, it simply updates its urrent height to be ZERO, and then a UPD is
transmitted by node C to inform its new height to its neighbors. The resulting state is shown
in Figure 7(b). Now, let us assume that node H leaves the geo ast group by moving out of the
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geo ast region. In this ase, the height of node H is set to NULL. Note that a NULL height
is onsidered greater than any non-NULL height. Therefore, undire ted links (H,C) and (H,I)
in Figure 7(b) now have logi al dire tions from node H to C and from H to I, respe tively, as
shown in Figure 7( ).

5.2 Delivery of Geo ast Pa kets
Geo ast delivery using GeoTORA onsists of two phases: any asting phase and lo al ooding
phase, as dis ussed below.
When a node wishes to send a pa ket to the geo ast group, it forwards
the pa ket on any of its outgoing links5 . Ea h node that re eives the pa ket forwards the pa ket
on an outgoing link. Provided the sour e node is not partitioned from the geo ast group, the
pa ket eventually rea hes one member of the geo ast group.
Any asting Phase:

On e a pa ket is delivered to one node in the geo ast group (by the
any asting phase above), that node initiates lo al ooding of the pa ket. The purpose of lo al
ooding, des ribed below, is to deliver the pa ket to the remaining geo ast group members. The
node, say X, that initiates the ood, tags the spe i ation of the geo ast region to the pa ket,
and broad asts it to its neighbors. Any node, say Y, that re eives the ooded pa ket veri es
whether it is within the region whose spe i ation is tagged to the pa ket. If node Y is outside
the region, then it simply dis ards the pa ket. On the other hand, if node Y is within the tagged
region, then node Y broad asts the pa ket to its neighbors. Caution is taken to ensure that a
given node would not broad ast the same pa ket more than on e.
Lo al Flooding Phase:

Lo al ooding initiated by node Y may not ne essarily deliver the pa ket to all nodes
within the geo ast region. Parti ularly, using the above pro edure, the pa ket would not be
delivered to a geo ast group member, say Z, if there is no path from Y to Z that onsists of
nodes belonging to the geo ast region only (sin e lo al ooding above is on ned to the geo ast
region). The probability that the pa ket would be delivered to all the geo ast group members
an be in reased by using a larger region for the lo al ooding. There exists a trade-o between
the overhead of lo al ooding and the number of geo ast group members who re eive the pa ket.
5 If

no outgoing link is available, then the appropriate steps in route reation and maintenan e pro edures are

rst invoked.
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6 Performan e Evaluation
For the evaluation purpose, the proposed GeoTORA proto ol is ompared to pure geo ast ooding and the Lo ation-Based Multi ast (LBM)6 [17℄ algorithms. Pure geo ast ooding oods the
whole network, and LBM s heme limits the ooding to the smallest re tangular region ontaining a sour e node and a geo ast region. We performed a simulation study using an extended
version of the network simulator ns-2 [4℄. ns-2 is a dis rete event-driven network simulator
with extensive support for simulation of TCP, routing, and multi ast proto ols. The extensions
implemented by CMU Monar h Proje t were used for our simulations. Their extensions enable
simulation of multi-hop wireless ad ho networks. Extensions in lude simulation modules for
the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer proto ol and a radio propagation model.

6.1 Simulation Model
In our simulation model, initial lo ations (X and Y oordinates) of the nodes are obtained using
a uniform distribution. The nodes, hosen to be 30 nodes, move around in a re tangular region
of size 700 unit x 700 unit square a ording to the following mobility model: ea h node hooses
a dire tion, moving speed, and distan e of move based on a prede ned distribution and then
omputes its next position P and the time instant T of rea hing that position. Ea h node moves
with three di erent maximum speeds: 5, 10 and 20 units per se ond (i.e., average speeds of
2.5, 5 and 10 units per se ond, respe tively). We ran our simulations with movement patterns
generated for several di erent pause times, from 0 to 1000 se onds. A pause time of 0 se onds
orresponds to ontinuous motion, whereas a pause time of 1000 se onds is equivalent to stati
networks, i.e., zero mobility, sin e our total simulation time is 1000 se onds.
Two mobile hosts are onsidered dis onne ted if they are outside ea h other's transmission
range, whi h is de ned as 250 units for all nodes. The wireless link bandwidth is 2 Mbps. One
of the nodes is hosen as the sender for the geo asts { it initiates a geo ast.
For the simulations, any data pa kets that annot be delivered due to a broken route are
simply dropped. The size of data payload is 512 bytes. Unless otherwise stated, 1000 geo asts
have been done in ea h simulation run. For GeoTORA simulation, ontrol pa kets are required
to maintain the DAG, and the size of those pa kets is 32 bytes. Finally, a geo ast region is
6 [17℄

presents two LBM algorithms. We ompare with their rst algorithm whi h is based on ooding in a

small region.
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de ned to be a 200 unit x 200 unit square region with both X and Y oordinates in the range
between 500 and 700.
We use two performan e metri s to measure the a ura y and overhead of geo ast delivery.



A ura y of Geo ast Delivery [17℄: A ura y of geo ast delivery is de ned as the ratio of
the number of group members that a tually re eive the geo ast pa ket, and the number of
group members whi h were in the geo ast region at the time when the geo ast delivery was
initiated. In our simulation results, we report the average a ura y over all the geo asts
performed during the simulation.



Overhead of Geo ast Delivery [17℄: The overhead is measured in terms of the number of
geo ast pa kets re eived by the nodes { the number of geo ast pa kets re eived by nodes
is di erent from number of geo ast pa kets sent, be ause a single broad ast of a geo ast
data pa ket by some node is re eived by all its neighbors. Spe i ally, the measures of
overhead we use is the average number of pa kets and average number of bytes re eived by
ea h node per geo ast. This is al ulated by dividing the total number of pa kets or total
number of bytes re eived by all nodes (over a simulation run) by the number of geo asts
performed, and also by the number of nodes in the system. In the pure geo ast ooding
and LBM s heme, the overhead is due to only data pa ket, but in GeoTORA it an be
due to data as well as ontrol pa kets.

6.2 Simulation Results
In ea h graph below, one parameter (e.g., pause time, maximum speed, or geo ast frequen y)
was varied while the other parameters were kept onstant.
Figure 8(a) shows the a ura y of geo ast delivery of the three geo asting proto ols as a
fun tion of pause time. As an be expe ted, pure geo ast ooding performs very well, delivering
nearly 100 % a ura y. LBM shows quite omparable a ura y with pure ooding. A ura y
of GeoTORA is also high, but not as high as pure ooding or LBM. One possible reason for
this is that lo al ooding in GeoTORA may not deliver pa kets to all nodes in the group. This
problem an be solved hoosing a larger lo al ooding region, trading overhead with a ura y
(a similar approa h was used in our earlier work on uni ast routing [19℄.).
Delays required to establish a route to the geo ast group an be another reason why
GeoTORA has lower a ura y than pure ooding. Let us onsider the ase when the geo ast
17
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Figure 8: Comparison of GeoTORA to geo ast ooding and LBM proto ols with a variation of
pause time (For 30 nodes, and Maximum speed 5.0 units/se ) : (a) Delivery a ura y versus

Pause Time, (b) Average number of pa kets re eived by a node per geo ast versus Pause Time
region is empty. With GeoTORA, a sour e will not send geo ast pa kets until it makes sure
a route be omes available. In the meantime, the sour e will just drop pa kets, a e ting the
lower a ura y of geo ast pa ket delivery ompared to the other proto ols. In ontrast, both
geo ast ooding and LBM proto ols allow the sour e to transmit pa kets in the same situation,
resulting in a higher probability of pa ket re eption by a node just entering the geo ast region
whi h was empty.
Figure 8(b) shows the overhead, i.e., average number of geo ast pa kets re eived by a
node per geo ast, as a fun tion of pause time. The overhead of GeoTORA onsists of data
pa kets as well as ontrol pa kets (QRY, UPD, and CLR) used to reate and maintain routes.
The overhead due only to data pa kets, and overhead due to data and ontrol pa kets both are
plotted separately in the gure.
Generally, the overhead in reases with in reasing node mobility (i.e., de reasing pause
time) for all s hemes. However, note that the main reason for in reasing overhead in GeoTORA
is the ontrol pa kets, not the data pa kets. With low mobility rate in GeoTORA, routes for
forwarding pa kets are likely to be xed and, therefore, the number of ontrol pa kets to maintain
the routes is relatively small. As mobility rate goes up, the ost for a route maintenan e pro ess,
i.e., number of QRY and UPD pa kets, also be omes higher.
In Figure 8(b), the overhead is onsistently lower for GeoTORA as ompared to geo ast
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ooding and LBM. Re all that GeoTORA limits the s ope of ooding to the nodes lo ated in
the geo ast region. Thus, degree of ooding is smaller in GeoTORA, ompared to other two
ooding-based proto ols. This results in the lower overhead of GeoTORA proto ol.
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Figure 9: Average number of Bytes versus Pause Time
Figure 9 plots average amount (i.e., Bytes) of geo ast pa kets re eived by ea h node per
geo ast, with results being similar to Figure 8(b). Both geo ast ooding and LBM have mu h
larger byte overhead than GeoTORA. This means that a larger part of bandwidth is wasted with
other two ooding-based proto ols. The urve for the GeoTORA byte overhead due to data
pa kets, and the byte overhead due to both data and ontrol pa kets are almost overlapping
be ause the size of ontrol pa kets is mu h smaller than data pa kets.
Sin e GeoTORA is based on TORA routing proto ol layered on top of IMEP (Internet
Manet En apsulation Proto ol) [23℄, it also uses a neighbor dis overy me hanism, whi h requires
ea h node to transmit at least one hello pa ket per bea on period (1 se ond). This overhead
of hello pa ket transmission should be taken into a ount separately from that of GeoTORA
ontrol pa kets. We have only looked at the overhead at the IP-level, as in [8, 26℄. Our de ision
is based on the observation that the hello pa kets are also useful for uni ast routing, and for
any other proto ol that might need to dete t link failures in the ad ho networks. Therefore, it
is not ne essarily fair to attribute hello pa ket overhead to GeoTORA.
The e e t of varying the moving speed of nodes is shown in Figure 10 in terms of the
a ura y and delivery overhead, respe tively. In reasing moving speed does not seem to have
mu h impa t on the delivery a ura y and overhead of geo ast algorithms. In Figure 10(a),
geo ast ooding provides the highest a ura y, whereas our GeoTORA shows a slightly lower
a ura y than ooding due to reasons dis ussed previously. However, note that geo ast ooding
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Figure 10: Comparison of GeoTORA to geo ast ooding and LBM proto ols with a variation of
speed (For 30 nodes, and Pause Time 10 se onds) : (a) Delivery a ura y versus Moving Speed,

(b) Average number of pa kets re eived by a node per geo ast versus Moving Speed
and LBM s hemes su er from a signi antly higher overhead (measured in average number of
messages per geo ast) than GeoTORA for all moving speed (See Figure 10(b)).
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Figure 11: Average number of Bytes versus Moving Speed
Overhead measured as bytes per geo ast (as a fun tion of speed) is also provided in
Figure 11. We an see that GeoTORA performs mu h better than others.
Finally, in Figure 12 and Figure 13, we plot a ura y and overhead (number of messages
and bytes) of geo ast pa ket delivery with varying geo ast frequen y. In Figure 12(b), for
GeoTORA, the overhead due to data pa kets is almost onstant. However, as pointed out earlier,
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Figure 12: Comparison of GeoTORA to geo ast ooding and LBM proto ols with a variation of
geo ast frequen y (For 30 nodes, and Pause Time 10 se onds) : (a) Delivery a ura y versus

Moving Speed, (b) Average number of pa kets re eived by a node per geo ast versus Geo ast
Frequen y
GeoTORA's total overhead is due to ontrol pa ket (QRY, UPD, CLR) and data pa kets. When
geo asts are performed very infrequently, the ontrol overhead of maintaining the DAG be omes
high, therefore GeoTORA overhead be omes poor for low geo ast frequen y.
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Figure 13: Average number of Bytes versus Geo ast Frequen y
Now observe Figure 13 that the overhead of data and ontrol pa kets measured in bytes
does not ex eed that of LBM for the geo ast frequen ies simulated. This is unlike Figure 12(b),
where the number of data and ontrol pa ket does ex eed that of LBM. The related overhead is
di erent in the two ases be ause the size of ontrol pa kets is mu h smaller than data pa kets.
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7 Con lusion
We present a novel proto ol alled GeoTORA for geo asting in mobile ad ho networks. The
basi idea behind GeoTORA is to ombine any ast and ooding. In GeoTORA, TORA (uni ast)
routing proto ol has been modi ed to perform any ast and lo al ooding has been utilized to
limit ood to a small region. As simulation results show, this integration of TORA and ooding
an signi antly redu e the geo ast message overhead as ompared to pure ooding and LBM
s heme presented in [17℄, while a hieving high a ura y of geo ast delivery. However, note that
if geo asts are performed very infrequently then the overhead of GeoTORA an ex eed that of
LBM.
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